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The 2017 “Luncheon Meet” was held this year on Saturday,
18th March. As in recent years it took place at “The Robin
Hood” P.H., The Ridgeway, Enfield. About 30 or so Old
Scholars attended the lunch, which was held in the very
pleasant conservatory of the pub, overlooking the garden.
Many of those attending were stalwarts of past lunches, as we
all know that a very good day is always to be had at this
event.

quizzes—just for the fun of it—this time on the real names
of stars of the screen. Some of us liked to think that we
were far too young to remember all of them. Later in the
meal David raffled a number of prizes, which raised £59 for
the Association.
There was much chatter and laughter among the guests, as
we all caught up with old friends, remembering past times
and finding out what everyone is doing nowadays. I was
one of seven friends from the class of ‘56. For some of us
this occasion is the only time each year we get to see each
other, as among us were ladies who had come from as far
afield as Suffolk and Sussex.
Next year, why don’t you make up your own party of old
friends; perhaps people you see or hear from only
infrequently. Emails and social media are all well and
good, but nothing is an enjoyable as meeting up face to
face. The Reunion Lunch is a very good focal point to
bring everyone together. Come and join us!

URGENT REQUEST
L to R: Janice Cooper (nee Lingard), Valerie Walters
(nee Jefferies), Angela Painter (nee Wallder), Pat Norris
(nee Rust), Marion Collins (nee Eva), Eileen Irvine (nee
French), and Eileen Page.
We were treated to a tasty and substantial three course meal,
followed by coffee. David Day again supplied table

We have still not received any news of the
missing 1950 school photograph which was
mislaid by Peter Benton at one of the Old Scholars’
lunches. Could you please make sure you haven’t
picked it up by mistake at some time. David Day or
one of the committee would be delighted to be able to
return it to Peter if you have it.

THE WAITING GAME

Obituary
DENIS HATT
Reported by John Norrington-Davies
Denis Hatt died on 31st January 2017 in his 91st year. As a
life-long friend he told me in a telephone conversation just
before Christmas that he no longer had a firm footing and had
fallen several times in the past year.
An intelligent pupil, he took his studies seriously, but less so
than sport; when playing football in the playground he was
quite aggressive and was in the habit of pulling one’s sleeve
to gain possession of the ball. Highly developed skills and
mental toughness were characteristics that were to secure him
a place in Tottenham Hotspur’s junior side. Football as a
career was considered for a while, but competition was very
fierce and ‘Den’ was short for a professional footballer.
On leaving school he joined a leading form of accountants,
Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths and Co. as a Junior Audit Clerk,
until called up for National Service in November 1944. The
Royal Navy was his chosen arm and after training he served
as a seaman in the Fleet Air Arm. A romantic life at sea
eluded him; the war had ended and his time was spent on an
aircraft carrier, whose task was to set sail on a regular basis to
an Atlantic deep and offload unpacked aircraft ex. USA, now
surplus to requirements. Returning to civilian life he joined
Matthew Hall & Co., building services engineers, as a
Quantity Surveyor. He stayed with the firm 44 years to
become one of their senior plumbing estimators.
Fiercely independent and happy with his own company he
chose to remain unmarried, living on at Borden Avenue after
his parents died. The strength of his character shone on to the
end, when he continued to maintain his home and cook his
own meals against the progressive deterioration of vision
caused by macular degeneration.

BARBARA WOOLL (Brinton) (1950-55)
writes:I was sorry to hear of the passing of John Fenn, who I
remember as a very kind person. I was a first former in 1950
and used to stay for school dinners. At that time there would
be eight pupils to a lunch table, with two table heads, both of
which would be 4th formers. John Fenn was one of my table
heads and I used to sit next to him. As a first former I was
extremely shy and panic stricken! I remember John being
very kind to me, and I shall remember him with affection.
I send my condolences to his family.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Wed. 12th July
Wed. 4th Oct.
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12.00 Noon
7.00 p.m.
12.00 Noon
7.00 p.m.

Lunch at the Plough
Committee Meeting
Lunch at the Plough
A.G.M. followed by
Committee Meeting.

By ALAN MACRO (1939-43)
The Royal Air Force at Flixton was a very different airforce
from the training camp we had just left. The total RAF
complement numbered about forty-five comprising us wouldbe mechanics, a couple of NCO’s and a motley collection of
war-weary chaps just returned from the Middle East and
waiting impatiently for “demob” (demobilisation). These
characters, notably Les, Geordie and “Colonel” Bowker,
really livened the place up with their tales of foreign parts—
mostly not fit for the Vicar’s ears. The “bags of bull” which
had dominated our lives ever since Padgate had no chance
with this lot!
Flixton had a couple of surprises for us. Firstly it seemed we
had joined the NAVY! There were hundreds of matelots
about the place who, we discovered, were waiting for demob
just like our Middle East pals. According to the boys in blue
we were aboard HMS Europa! This was no bad thing as far
as we were concerned as we were included in all their eating
arrangements. As the “Senior Service” have an extra meal
each day around five o’clock we were glad we’d joined!
Incidentally, all meals were taken as usual in a huge hangarlike building, but with a difference. This used to be the home
of a USAAF bomber squadron and most of the walls and
curved roof were decorated with panels duplicating the
colourful designs painted on their B24’s, together with the
names of their crew members. There were, of course, many
beautiful and scantily clad ladies with names like “Heavenly
Body”, “Bobby’s Girl” and “Ain’t Misbehavin”, while the
lads had their representations with the likes of “Fearless
Fosdick”, “Mighty Joe” and “Two Ton Tarzan”. Sometimes
the panels were only part-finished, as if perhaps they hadn’t
returned from a mission, and once in a while there would be
an obvious name replacement. It was beautiful to look at
while waiting in the queue, but I’m sure it hid some sad
stories.
The second little surprise concerned what
was to be our occupation for the next few
months until our courses became available;
we were to collect, transport and stack
bombs! The airfield was nothing but a
huge explosives dump; the runways,
perimeter tracks and dispersal bays were stacked with bombs
of all shapes and sizes. It seemed that no patch of concrete or
tarmac had been safe from the bomb stackers—and we were
going to add to the mayhem!
Our job was to travel in the backs of open civilian lorries to
one of the nearby stations, Bungay or Ditchingham,
accompanied by Sgt.Wicks (Wicksey to his friends).
Wicksey drove what seemed to be his own personal Coles
Crane, where we would load these death dealing objects—
there was a great variety, 500, 1000, 2000 pounders, target
indicators, rockets—into the waiting lorries and travel back to
the airfield sitting in among or on top of them.
Apprehensive doesn’t exactly do justice to our feelings, Ray
and I, as we sat on our first lorry-load of 1000 pounders,
bouncing our way down a rough country road back to the
airfield; However, after a few such trips with nothing going
bang we began to get blasé about the whole thing, and apart
from the bumping and bruising in the freezing cold we felt
there was nothing to worry about.
To be continued

WHEN DAVID MET RON
It was a fairly miserable and damp first of November when Ron Roullier and I met up at the
incongruously named “Frog and Rhubarb” pub in Slip End, Luton. Ron was on his first visit to the
U.K. in eleven years and had made his way in a hire car (with a gear shift and driving on the left),
from visiting his brother Jack in Northwood. I had made the trip over the Chilterns and Dunstable
Downs from Aylesbury, via Ivinghoe Beacon and Whipsnade. Sadly there were no T.V. cameras present.
Ron is the consummate entertainer, having spent a lifetime as a music arranger, orchestrator, composer and jazz parodist among
the great and good (and sometimes bad) of show business in London, Hollywood and New York.
In his late eighties (I will not say how late) he still has the drive to entertain of someone years younger. We spent a good three
hours yarning about the old days, and Ron treated me to some of his latest parodies and satirical lyrics on the Press, Politics,
New York City, Wall Street and Culture Dumb-Down, etc. His “musings” spread over several issues of the ECSOSA
Newsletter have made interesting reading. There is no need to repeat them here.
I left him to find the way from Slip End to Hitchin to stay with his nephew. Not a very dramatic venue compared with New
York and Hollywood.

David Day (D.Day)(1947-52)

Margaret Cook’s article (Dec. 2016)
brought back memories for ...
…. Bobby Goodman (1944-49 )
I thought Margaret Cook’s article was excellent. Ralph
Western and I were both in the Edmonton Choir, which she
mentions, and I can supply more background. The Old
Scholars also had a choir around this time and we did
“Nymphs & Shepherds”, “The Whiffenpoof Song” and other
standards at local venues, which included visiting many pubs
at Christmastime and raising money for the Sunshine Home
for Blind Babies.
This was the time of the Luton Girls’ Choir, who were ‘big’
on the radio, and someone connected with Edmonton
Borough Council thought it would be a good idea if
Edmonton had a similar choir to put us on the map. Sir
Frederick Jackson, the conductor of the royal Choral Society
was engaged for the sum of £10 per week, so I believe. There
were over 100 people at the first meeting and we all had to
have an audition, which Ralph and I passed without
difficulty. However, many elderly ladies failed for Sir
Frederick wanted a professional choir and not a social thing
with a bit of singing thrown in ! Margaret is right in saying
our first performance was of “Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast”,
and I am grateful to her for providing the venue, which I had
forgotten. We also did the “Messiah”, as Margaret says, but
then we were invited to perform the work at the Albert Hall
with other choirs under the direction of Sir Frederick. This
would be 1956/57, and was a terrific thing to do. I also
remember a selection of Brahms songs, which got Ralph and
I into serious trouble because the work contained a line which
we found funny and couldn’t sing for laughter. The trouble
was we set the whole choir falling about with laughter and
we were banished into the back row.
Sir Frederick departed and Glyn Jones became the conductor.
We performed “Merrie England” under his leadership at
Pymmes Park. Glyn Jones directed “The Billy Cotton
Bandshow” and married one of the Edmonton Borough
choir’s sopranos, but then succumbed to a heart attack. But I
will never forget singing the “Messiah” for the Payling Music
Society to a packed Albert Hall.; Lovely memories which
Margaret illustrated so well.
The Royalty was our favourite dance hall for Saturday night,
when you had to be there by 7.15 p.m. else you didn’t get in!
Girls had to wear dresses, decent hosiery and court shoes, and
the lads had to be properly suited and with collar and ties!
Sunday night saw us at the Cook’s Ferry Inn, on the border

between Edmonton and Walthamstow, to listen to Mick
Mulligan’s Magnolia Jazz band, with George Melly. I
knew him quite well, probably because I often bought him a
drink!

…. and Arthur Spencer (1945-52)
was reminded of the weather they had at that time—snowy
winters, foggy Novembers. He goes on to say …..
“Did you ever experience the flooding of roads after a heavy
rainstorm? The Hertford Road formerly had trams. Their
tracks were divided by wooden blocks, which were later
tarmacked over. This thin layer was rarely intact and
rainwater invariably caused the blocks to swell and float up
and away, causing chaos!
And Margaret will surely
remember the regular flooding where the road went under the
railway at Silver Street in a deep trough! On one occasion I
remember the local Tottenham and Edmonton Herald having
a picture of boys swimming in the ‘brew’.
I have other memories of Pymmes Park … It also had a
bandstand which was
regularly occupied in the
summer during the war
years by a military band. I
suppose
that such
performances were often
linked to the special
National Savings weeks,
which were a regular feature
of life during the war when
there wasn’t much else on which one could spend money!
And after the war there was an open-air theatre, which hosted
all kinds of performances, including, I believe, Dennis Patten!
Living where she did I was surprised that there was no
mention of the independent Hippodrome Cinema in Angel
Road, which was commonly known as ‘The Fleapit’, which
later sometimes showed foreign films after the war, and, of
course, the Alcazar cinema was at “The Angel”, near the Bell
Pub (of the poem John Gilpin fame) but was bombed very
early in the war. I remember seeing there Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs and a Shirley Temple film, probably in
1939.
Margaret mentions “some other large venue” ...Was this the
Methodist Hall in fore Street? It was widely used for
concerts after the war by leading musicians of the day. I
recall seeing Dame Myra Hess, Rawicz and Landauer, etc. I
also remember seeing Sir Thomas Beecham at the Regal.”
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RELIVING MY PAST by DEREK JAY CET, PHF.
(1947-52)
WOT GOES AROUND - - - - COMES AROUND
Part 3

The biggest thing in the Fifth though had to be the outside
excursion towards the end of the year to the open air
swimming pool at the Henry Barrass sports ground and park
off Galliard Road. Mr. Cleverdon, our Form Master, had
instructed us to bring our costumes ready to go swimming.
He was also called “Cheshire” after the cat in “Alice in
Wonderland” as he had to have the widest smile of any
teacher before or after him.
Well, to cut a short story long, Peter and I were the first onto
the pool deck. There’s always a bit of tomfoolery in a guys’
changing room and as we looked across the pool we were
struck by what we saw. “Holy Catfish Batman” I said, as we
thought we were in the middle of “A Midsummer Night’s
Dream” because of what looked like a collection of nymphs
and fairies that were gathered there. They were dressed in
one piece, two piece and bikini clothing, showing smooth
skin, bumps and curves that we had not seen before, as we
soon realised that they were our classmates, whom we had
only seen in blue gym slips and white blouses in all the years
before, or bloomers and blouses if watching netball. A quick
glance and it was apparent that there were female prison
guards set to deter fraternisation. A quick look in the pool to
see if that was an open route and there was Miss Booth
cruising through the water like an “Astute” class nuclear
submarine towards us. As she started to climb out up the
stepladder Pete and I noticed what is referred to in the media
these days as a “Wardrobe Malfunction”. She had not
noticed that the upper part of her two piece had decided that it
looked better under her armpits. With our warning she
dropped back into the water, adjusted the recalcitrant article
and then climbed out between us with the comment, and a
wry(?) smile of “Thanks boys”.
Mr Cleverdon also arranged for a trip to the theatre district of
London, around Leicester Square. Pete and I were put at the
front of the phalanx of our class members because of our
combined width and sharp swinging elbows, to lead us to the
theatre. It was a revue type show that we went to, not
something in a more serious vein. The smile on the face of
“Cheshire” when one of the acts consisted of a female in a
low, low cut dress and a red rose hiding the cleavage that rose
and fell with every breath she took was definitely memorable.
He would not let that one die when we returned to class the
next day, calling out several of the guys, with some snide
comments made as well.
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The other act which elicited much comment,
laughter, etc. I think was Barbara Windsor, who,
although young at that time, was what you might
say “well equipped”, or is the word “endowed”,
above the waist. She sang a typically Victorian
Music Hall ditty embracing Britain’s beautiful
wildlife entitled “Where do Tits go in the Wintertime?”
Although there is a photo of the 6th form following the 5th
year in the newsletters I was not to be part of it, although I do
recognise many in it. I had received a letter from the Eastern
Gas Board just before that 6th year started saying that they
were pleased to offer me an in indentured five year
apprenticeship, having accepted my application and having
passed a couple of interviews in the summer. So, wishing my
“Alma Mater” farewell I rode off into the sunset.

Doreen Bayley retires
After many years as a dedicated
Committee member Doreen Bayley
has found it necessary to resign.
Despite difficulty with mobility
Doreen soldiered on for some
years, but has now reluctantly had
to admit defeat.
She is now
resident in the Southgate Beaumont
Home, the same residence as our
President, Beryl Dewhurst.
Doreen was a student at ECS during WWII from 1939 to
1946 and was a prefect from 1944, then she became Head
Girl from 1945 to 1946. After leaving ECS she attended
Leeds University from 1946 to 1949, reading English, and
then UCL, where she obtained a diploma in Librarianship.
She joined the Institute of Civil Engineers from 1951 to 1987
as a librarian. Doreen was awarded the
MBE in 1987 for services to the Institute
of Civil Engineers and an honorary MA
from Leeds University in 1988 for
services to students in London (Leeds
Uni Old Students’ Association) from
1949 up to 2014. We wish her a happy
and peaceful rest at Beaumont.
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